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Dear readers,

we now have an exciting first half of 
2019 behind us. After the beginning of 
the year, which was shaped by the pos-
itive atmosphere in our industry and a 
high demand for our products, the trend 
also continued during the second quar-
ter. The whole thing has also now been 
given an excellent setting. The Europe-
an elections and the “Fridays the Fu-
ture” demonstrations showed that sus-
tainability and climatic protection 
are once again at the centre of soci-
ety’s way of thinking – one could al-
most say mainstream. I’m very happy 
about this because this way of think-
ing can only be positive for our industry. 

This was then reflected in our custom-
ers and business partners’ optimistic 
mood during what was, for us, one of the 
most important events of the year: the 
JENZ Professional Days with the subse-
quent Open Day. Over 700 people visited 
us over two exclusive days, and we were 
able to welcome an amazing 2,500 vis-
itors to our Open Day. The efforts made 
by the entire JENZ team were well worth 
it because we received a lot of posi-
tive feedback in the period after the 
event. You can find a detailed report 
about the largest JENZ in-house event 
held to date on the following pages. 

Apart from this, we will also be in-
troducing you to the new products 
from our machine range which were 

demonstrated during the “Profession-
al Days”. The task range of the BA 915 
has been extended, because the ma-
chine can also now be fitted with 
fixed tools. This makes our green cut-
tings specialist even more flexible and, 
thanks to the new tools, it can even 
be converted into a chipping shred-
der. This is a characteristic which has 
been requested by many of our custom-
ers so that the machine can also pro-
duce fuels suitable for heating plants. 

To conclude I would like to point out 
some important tips from our service 
department relating to maintenance 
and care of your JENZ machine dur-
ing the high temperatures. We have al-
ready experienced temperatures above 
35°C this year after the record sum-
mer of 2018. The right maintenance 
and care during this type of weath-
er conditions ensures your machine 
can continue to work reliably. Don’t for-
get – people who think they don’t have 
time for this might suddenly have a 
whole lot of time on their hands...  

We hope you enjoy reading,
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Wegholm (ghm). Clean, precise, defined 
– fixed tools on the BA 915 D ensure dif-
ferentiated output material from now 
on. Up to now the BA 915 was known as a 
green cuttings specialist, primarily suit-
able for use in composting and substrate 
processing. Now, however, the biomass 
processor has also been released for fit-
ting out with fixed tools and can con-
vincingly provide even more flexibility.

Different tool combinations make the ex-
ceptionally mobile and simultaneous-
ly powerful biomass processor even more 
flexible and adaptable than ever before. 
Designed for composting and substrate 
processing, continuously free-swinging 
tools ensure excellent fragmentation of 
the material and provide a large, fibrous 
surface for bacteria population. In addi-

tion to green cuttings, the shredder has 
also been specially designed for process-
ing bark, manure and maize silage. How-
ever, the BA 915 D previously reached 
its limits when processing pre-frag-
mented roots and old wood, because the 
free-swinging tools were unable to pro-
duce a clean cut through the hard mate-
rial when processing ligneous biomasses. 
“The main reasons for the further devel-
opment were obviously the extended de-
ployment area and more flexibility with 
regard to the output material. However, 
many of our customers who were main-
ly producing material for composting 
were also interested in producing ide-
al biomass fuels for heating plants” ex-
plained product manager Dominik Me-
den. In this case the material needs to be 
flow-capable for the incineration plants, 

which means smooth edges. “A defined 
cut such as is produced by a chipper 
can logically only be produced by tools 
similar to a cutter” added Mr Meden.

The BA 915 has also been approved for use 
with fixed cutters since December 2018.

Everything under control
BA 915 D now also has fixed tools 
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The changeover from a green cuttings 
specialist to a chipping shredder there-
fore requires conversion of the tool fit-
tings to the flail combination of easy-
cut and easycover. The main benefit for 
the customer: more flexibility with only 
one machine! The BA 915 can now be used 
both for wood and green cuttings process-
ing. We should point out that the machine 
is still mainly intended for use during 
composting. “If heavy ligneous biomass-
es are to be processed the BA 725 still re-
mains first choice thanks to its two work-
ing speeds at full motor power” explained 
the product manager as a comparison.

The material is given a defined, precise 
cut thanks to the easycut f lails. The easy-
cover covers ensure that the rotor re-
mains enclosed and that overlengths are 
avoided. Irrespective of whether the main 
aim is material fraying or material frag-
mentation – thanks to the total of four 
different tool fittings you can process al-
most any material using the BA 915. 

It is not necessary to exchange the ro-
tor to use the different tool configura-
tions on the BA 915. The excellent main-
tenance accessibility on this biomass 
processor means that changing over be-
tween the different tools is exceptional-
ly easy. The conveyor belt, which can be 
swivelled to the side, provides excellent 
ergonomics during tool changeover – out-
standing accessibility to the rotors in ad-
dition to a facility for driving a wheeled 
loader/forklift up to the machine. 

Mr Meden further explained that par-
ticular attention had been paid to the 
shredder’s total weight during devel-
opment in addition to its f lexibili-
ty. “Thanks to the rotor’s special con-
struction we have reduced the overall 
weight to 19 t. This makes it especially 
suitable for deployments further afield 
since the wheeled loader and the ma-
chine itself can be transported on just 
one HGV.” However, if you convert to 

fixed tools you should bear the over-
all weight of the machine in mind.

Whether free-swinging or fixed, the ma-
chine’s investment protection contin-
ues to have top priority. Even though 
the IPS (Impact Protection System) for-
eign body program is a standard fit-
ting on the BA 915, it still had to be fur-
ther developed for chipping use.

The product manager explained fur-
ther development of the IPS as follows: 
“Free-swinging tools can swing back-
wards after colliding with a foreign 
body. In contrast the fixed tools pro-
vide extremely high resistance to the 
foreign body, and this underlines the 
necessity for sensitivity and quick re-
actions in the IPS system. As a re-
sult of this downtimes caused by for-
eign bodies can be hugely reduced using 
the IPS system, and this also avoids 
expensive follow-on damage.” 

BA 915 D mainly used 
for composting at AWS 
Frank Belte loading the BA 915 D 
with a Volvo L90H wheeled loader

 “If you don’t know that fixed tools have 
been fitted you don’t notice any difference 
in the first few moments. But after a while 
you notice that the machine is running 
much more quietly. At the same time the 
material has less tears and is well-fibred. 
I can mainly see the advantage of fixed 
tools during higher throughputs, especial-
ly while processing purely brush cuttings, 
and in a lower fuel consumption (around 
10 % less) but especially when work-
ing with old wood the fixed tools are bet-
ter because the material is more uniform. 
The BA 915 D with fixed tools is extremely 
convincing for me, especially with regard 
to the quality of the output material.”

Tools Arrangement Material BA 915 D

easyfit freely oscilating compost

easyfit + easyguard freely oscilating compost

easyfit + easycover freely oscilating bark

easycut + easycover fixed timber/roots
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From chipping manufacture 
up to disposal 
Günther Gansberger extends his range

Günther Gansberger

Weistrach (ghm). Günther Gansberger 
has been successfully active in the wood-
chippings branch for the last 18 years. 
His targets: high woodchippings quality, 
being on time and a wide range of servic-
es. The company is in action with a range 
of machines for woodchippings produc-
tion and tree removal in lower and up-
per Austria, and also in the Styria. 
The machinery fleet was extend-
ed by an HEM 593 Cobra in March 
2019 so that they could offer even 
higher-quality woodchippings.  

“I started in 2001 with a wood-
chipper made by a different com-
pany. I saw a huge chance for 
being successful in the wood-
chippings sector since there 
was nobody else providing this 
sort of service in the region at 
that time” said Mr Gansberger, 
who is a trained tiler. The com-
pany headquarters is in his par-
ents-in law’s house at the edge 

of Weistrach. The company is relative-
ly small with only three workers, but 
the range of services is comparative-
ly large thanks to a different machines. 

One of the eight machines is the 
HEM 700 DL mobile chipper with 654 hp 
and a crane cab which has been working 

without a pause since 2009. Mr Gansberg-
er associates a lot with his HEM 700 DL. 
It’s not only the fact that it was his first 
machine from JENZ, but also that the ma-
chine provided with him with an amaz-
ing experience in the first months: 
“I was on a forest road near St Gallen and 
the HEM 700 DL started to tip over. The 

road had broken away after contin-
uous rain. Five tractor winches and 
several people from the fire servic-
es were necessary to secure the ma-
chine and prevent it falling away.” 

Right from the start of the company 
specialised in woodchippings pro-
duction and sales. In order to pro-
vide perfect woodchippings quality 
in the future as well, Mr Gansberg-
er invested in an HEM 593 R Co-
bra fitted out with a D1 rotor. 

The reasons for purchasing the 
new JENZ machine were most-
ly to the found in improvements 

Günther Gansberger, centre, together with his driver Michael 
Hamdan (l) took over the new HEM 593 R Cobra from JENZ Ös-
terreich Managing Director Norbert Goldnagl in March 2019.
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Mr Hamdan, the new HEM 593 R 
Cobra has the new modular support 
system. What’s your opinion af-
ter the first few months?
Only positive! The support system works 
really well, especially where we are 
working in Lower Austria with its une-
ven terrain. The chipper stands extreme-
ly securely and solidly during crane work 
irrespective of where the crane is lo-
cated. Setting up the machine in com-
bination with the setup and breakdown 
assistants is also extremely good.  

The JENZ machine currently in use is fit-
ted with a Lasco cone splitter so that 
even thicker trunks can be chipped. 
Does it make things easier for you as 
expected?  
I’m over the moon about the Lasco 
cone splitter – it can split absolute-
ly everything without the aid of the 
crane. Another good thing is that it 
doesn’t always have to be placed on the 
ground during chipping. This means 
I have the facility for chipping in the 
folded-up mode without the split-
ter getting in my way during work.

Günther Gansberger’s company plac-
es high value on the quality of the chip-
pings during woodchipping produc-
tion. How satisfied is the company with 
the new D1 rotor in terms of chippings 
quality? 
The D1 rotor makes extremely neat, 
grainy material without high fines con-
tent. We are extremely happy, and 
our customers too. Apart from that, 
the rotor runs extremely quietly dur-
ing chipping work, even if we are us-
ing hardwood, and without heavy vibra-
tions. Thanks to the spacer changing 
the cutters over is extremely fast. A 
huge advantage for me is that the cut-
ters can be set relative to the coun-
tercutter very quickly and evenly.

From the operator’s 
point of view – 3 ques-
tions to Michael Hamdan
who has been working for 
Günther Gansberger as a chip-
per driver since March 2019, 
and has 250 chipping hours 
on the new HEM 593 R Cobra

HEM 593 R Cobra

to the woodchippings quality, the ro-
bust construction of the machine in ad-
dition to the excellent services pro-
vided by JENZ Österreich GmbH.

In addition to woodchippings produc-
tion, industrial, communal and pri-
vate customers were able to secure 
other services. Irrespective of wheth-
er they wanted their trees cutting 
back, taking away or removed, or dry-
ing the woodchippings, it was all pos-
sible using the Austrian company. 
Since the woodchippings produc-
tion sector has changed considerably 
over the last few years and the range 
of competitors has become less wide-
spread, Günther Gansberger decid-
ed to extend his range of services once 
again and included the disposal sec-
tor in the services his company offered. 

This is because “we would like to pro-
cess biomasses so that they can either 
be used in the ligneous heating plant or 
the waste incineration plant as an en-
ergy supply”. The material which is pro-
duced during tree disposal, and also the 
green and bush cuttings which the com-
pany fetches from the local authori-
ty, can be processed by the newly-pur-
chased JENZ BA 725 DL biomass processor 
and then deposited in the storage area, 

which is half a hectare in size. The legal 
requirements for using this storage area 
were only fulfilled after two years. As 
a result, the used BA 725 DL is only just 
starting full use. The decision to buy the 
multi-talented shredder was taken due to 
the flexibility during deployment. “With 
the BA 725 DL we can shred and chip us-
ing only one machine. This means that 
our material, which comes from a wide 
range of origins, can be processed both 
roughly and finely. We are convinced that 
the route into the disposal sector was 
worth it – not just for the environment, 
but also for us as a company” said the 
45-year-old to justify his investment. 

The company deploys a range of machines 
for woodchippings production in Lower 
and Upper Austria as well as Styria.

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood 
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwoodup 
to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. (in lcm) 220

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1400

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Standard diesel engine MAN, Euro 6c

Power (in kW/HP) 368/500

brief facts
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Sascha Gerling 
Head of JENZ  
Service Hotline 
and Customer Ser-
vice group– wor-
king for JENZ 
GmbH since 2008

Wegholm (ghm). Irrespective of wheth-
er it’s a Chippertruck, PTO chipper or bi-
omass processor – careful and regular 
care increases your machine’s service life 
immensely. Maintenance and cleaning 
work are indispensable, especially dur-
ing summer operation with temperatures 

above 30°C. We asked Sascha Gerling, 
JENZ Service Hotline and Customer Ser-
vice Group Manager, how best to take a 
JENZ machine through summer 2019. On 
top of this, René Stamer reports from the 
Indorf Tree Nursery about the necessi-
ty for daily machine care in the summer.   

Especially in the summer, JENZ machines 
work in extremely dusty surroundings. 
Sascha Gerling, as JENZ Service Hot-
line Manager, which tips can you give 
us to ensure the machine can work op-
timally even under these conditions?
Sascha Gerling: I would recommend 
anyone who has to work under ex-
treme conditions this summer to clean 

the cooler several times a day us-
ing the compressed air gun, which en-
sures that the machine can still provide 
good work despite the dusty envi-
ronment. In addition, the JENZ cool-
er cleaning function should be used.  

The machines are often working un-
der extreme conditions for sever-
al hours. What should you consider es-
pecially during ongoing operations?  
Sascha Gerling: All parts of the ma-
chine which provide a lot of power and 
where the components are correspond-
ingly hot should be paid particular at-
tention in summer. On Chippertrucks, 
this applies to the complete drive-

Protection against overheating
How do you get a JENZ machine safely through the summer?
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  daily cleaning of the cooler with the 
compressed air gun (several times)

  use the JENZ cooler cleaning function

  daily cleaning and regular replacement 
of all filters

  thorough cleaning of the machine after 
extreme deployments

  daily control of the wear parts  

  active checks of the hydraulic oil, 
engine oil and cooling water tempera-
tures using the easy2 controller

  time management: don’t do the 
hardest work in the hottest part 
of the day

Heat tips

train from the engine to the drum, and 
on other mobile chippers and the bio-
mass processors to the belt drive direct-
ly on the engine. In the case of PTO ma-
chines extremely high temperatures 
can also be generated in components 
for power transfer from the towing ve-
hicle to the chipper itself. Furthermore, 
any additional fittings such as exhaust 
air f laps or the air filter system with its 
pre-filter box in the cladding should 
not be ignored during daily cleaning.

We are currently hearing about tem-
peratures over 35°C in Germany. This 
can quickly rise to over 40°C in the 
sun. What do you recommend dur-
ing work in such conditions. 
Sascha Gerling: During extreme-
ly hot periods we recommend plan-
ning your jobs so that the most de-
manding work for the machine does not 
have to be carried out during the hot-
test time of the day. It’s really impor-
tant to keep an eye on the temperatures 
of the loading air and the cooling wa-
ter to avoid unwanted downtimes. 

Dusty deployments under extreme heat 
mean the machine is under heavy load –  
daily care helps to avoid unplanned downtimes

Tree Nursery   
Jens Indorf, Dömitz
Driver: René Stamer

Founded: 1995 

Workers: around 40

JENZ machines:  two HEM 583 R-Truck 
Chippertrucks

The Indorf Tree Nursery in Dömitz an der Elbe is renowned for 
its above-average clean and well-cared for Chippertrucks.
Chipper driver René Stamer tells us the secret of his machine care:  
“As a chipper driver, you need a lot of technical understanding of the ma-
chines, mainly during operation, but also with regard to repairs and ser-
vice. My motto is: daily care and regular maintenance are an investment in 
the future. This is because even the smallest investment avoids major dam-
age in the end. The machine is my workplace and to ensure it remains com-
fortable and attractive for me we place considerable value on daily prepa-
ration and after-work care on the machine at Indorf. In order to bring our 
JENZ Chippertrucks up to extreme performance day after day I recom-
mend that every chipper driver takes time to give the machine a little care 
every day. This is indispensable, especially in summer when the air condi-
tioner and the cooling system are under high load due to the surrounding 
temperature and the hard work the machine is doing. After all, as a chip-
per driver you spend several hours in the driver’s cab every day and both 
of us, the machine and myself, have to be capable of keeping a cool head.”   

Julia Falkner –pixabay
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Successful JENZ Professional Days
Largest customer event in the company history

Wegholm (ghm). At the beginning of 
May, JENZ presented its wide program 
with new detail solutions, especially for 
the machine operator, during two ex-
clusive Processional Days and an Open 
Day. The East-Westfalian family company 
greeted up to 800 invited guests during 
the exclusive events on the works prem-
ises in Petershagen on 9th and 10th May. 
During the Open Day on Sunday, a total 
of 2,500 visitors were able to view the 
range of machine demonstrations, with 
visits and a varied supporting program.  

“We held the two exclusive Profession-
al Days and the Open Day with the aim 

of improving customer retention. At the 
same time we were following the aim of 
bringing the JENZ team even closer to-
gether, which was a great success. By in-
viting the customers to visit us in our 
works we were not only able to provide 
a view behind the scenes in our fami-
ly company, we were also able to show a 
range of solutions and deployment are-
as both in our biomass processor range 
and in the chipper range” explained Gen-
eral Manager Uwe Hempen-Hermeier. 
“We were particularly happy that more 
than 300 international guests were on 
site. We had large groups, for example, 
from Belgium and the Netherlands, but 

also from Italy, Slovenia, Hungary and 
France” added Elisabeth Hermeier, man-
agement assistant and great-grand-
daughter of company founder Hans Jenz.

In the biomass processor range, the 
demonstrated products ranged from the 
BA 615, which was first presented at the 
IFAT in 2018, through the green coatings 
specialist BA 915 right up to the clas-
sic BA 725. In the mobile chipper fami-
ly, JENZ presented the complete product 
range consisting of PTO machines, diesel 
machines on a range of different chas-
sis and the self-propelled Chippertrucks 
fitted on a MAN chassis on the demon-

continued on page 12
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stration area, which was more than 1 ha 
in size. A range of different materials 
was available for all the machines be-
ing demonstrated. Timo Hansen, sub-
contractor from Schleswig-Holstein, 
was extremely pleased with the prac-
tical demonstrations: “It wasn’t only 
smooth trunks which were being pro-
cessed, there were some trunks which 
aren’t so easy to process as well. The use 

of the splitter was exceptionally realis-
tic because splitting is not an easy task. 
All in all the international spectators had 
an excellent demonstration 
of what happens in reality.” 

One of the highlights was 
the HEM 583 R-Truck in the 
off-road version with a 6 x 6 
chassis and centric blower. 
Several improvements, which 
make both operation and maintenance 
easier for the driver, have been made to 
this machine. “We have put these ex-
tra fittings together as a package which 

we have 
called 
the ‘Pro-
fession-
al Line’. 

One of the most interesting things here 
is the new swivelling toolbox, which is 
provided with pow-
er and compressed 
air. This ensures that 
the driver has all the 
necessary wear parts 
and tools right where 
he needs them when 
he is working on the rotor. The idea be-

hind this is that hav-
ing sharpened chip-
per cutters on board 
makes the driv-
er’s work much easi-

er and increases the machine effective-
ness thanks to optimised changeover 
times” explained Hans Heinrich Her-

meier, Product Manager and also in 
JENZ’s fourth generation. 
The final highlight was the 
demonstration of the HEM 821 DQ 

Cobra hybrid chipper, which was fitted 
out with the CAT C18 engine on a new 
MAN TGS 500 of type 8 x 4/4. “This heavy 
chipper is designed for industrial use 
where large quantities of wood have to 
be processed on site.” During the techni-
cal presentations the visitors were able 

to convince themselves that the approx-
imately 1000 hp provided by the com-
bined drives on the HGV and the add-on 
motor were not only available in theory. 
In addition to the demonstrations the 
international visitors were present-
ed with sophisticated solutions dur-
ing a special technical session deal-
ing with “Technology for the driver”. 

 “We didn’t just present THE ONE 
new machine, but we showed 
the specific solutions in de-
tail on special demonstration 
units – in other words, for profes-
sionals during the JENZ Profes-
sional Days” summarised Prod-
uct Manager Dominik Meden. 

“The event was extremely well thought-out and 
the demonstration arena was very impressive!”
 Frank Belte, Abfallwirtschaft Schaumburg

“It was a super event which really showed 
how things happen in practice.” 
                           Timo Hansen, Lohnunternehmen Timo Hansen

„A great success all around. Thumbs up!“
                                Arne Memmen, Agrar-Service Memmen

“All my customers are extremely happy 
and very pleased that they came with 
me to the Professional Days.” 
 Peter Ry Schmidt, ReTec Miljø ApS, JENZ dealer Denmark

“Very professionally organised.” 
 Martin Lener, Lener Hackgut GmbH

JENZ AKTUELL No. 63
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Wegholm (ghm). We reported on the 
new construction of a handover hall 
in issue no. 61 of JENZ News. The hall, 
which is over 200 m² in size, was fin-
ished right on time for the Professional 
Days in May, and was used as an event 
location for the “Technology for the 
driver” technical presentations. Since 
then, the handover hall has already 
been used for several machine hando-
vers in addition to training sessions. 

The people at JENZ are proud of the con-
tinuing high level of customer satisfac-
tion, which is a fact closely connected 
with the handover of new and used ma-
chines to the customers “We believe that 
a good machine handover should not just 
provide the customer with the tools to op-
erate and maintain the machine properly, 
but in a long-term view it also saves time 

and money for all those involved” stated 
General Manager Uwe Hempen-Hermeier.

Construction of the hall started last 
year, and from now on machine hand-
overs outdoors are a thing of the past. 
“We built the hall with underfloor heat-
ing and it is situated right next to the 
production hall. Thanks to a large win-
dow into the production hall, the JENZ 
machine production will be transpar-
ent and the customer will be able to have 
a realistic view behind the scenes” ex-
plained  Elisabeth Hermeier, manage-
ment assistant, who was responsible for 
the construction right from the start. 
On top of this, high quality inter-
nal architecture does not just make 
the hall attractive, but also blends 
it in with the modern appearance 
of the new building complex. 

Professional machine handovers 
thanks to new handover hall

Chippertruck training session from a new perspec-
tive – this is now possible in the new handover hall.

www.jenz.de  | 13  
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EMSA Maquinaria y Proyectos S.L. 

Founded: 
1989 EMSA Spain 
2015 EMSA Portugal 
2016 JENZ dealer

Expected turnover 2019: 
€ 60 million

Workforce:  
80 staff 
(of whom 75 % work in the after-sales sector 
(service, parts, warehouse))

Pinto, Spain (ghm). In the 1980s, Spain 
intended to rapidly modernise its road 
network with EU subsidies. This prompt-
ed Alberto Fontana Libano to become a 
specialised construction machine deal-
er, and in 1989 he founded the compa-
ny EMSA Maquinaria y Proyectos S.L. In 
over 30 years of company history, EMSA 
has specialised and differentiated in 
machines and equipment for the as-
phalt sector. The company has also be-
come a successful JENZ biomass pro-
cessor and mobile chipper dealer from 
its location near Madrid in 2016.   

The community of Pinto, only 5 km 
from the precise geographical cen-
tre of the Iberian peninsular, is home 
to the company premises which is more 
than 3 ha in size. EMSA, which is a fam-
ily-run company, is now being man-
aged in the second generation and 
four of the total of 80 staff originate 
from the Fontana founding family. 
The company, which specialises in the 

infrastructure sector, is divided into 
four product lines. These start with ma-
chines for the asphalt sector, through 
earthmoving machinery in addition to 
screening and fragmentation technolo-
gy up to machines for the forestry and re-
cycling sectors. JENZ products were in-
tegrated into the latter sector during 
diversification measures in 2016. “We al-
ready had experience in the recycling 
sector and also occasionally in energy 
generation from ligneous biomasses” ex-
plained Alberto Fontana Sánchez, one of 
the managing partners and manager re-
sponsible for the forestry and recycling 
sectors. In addition to JENZ machines, 
EMSA is also responsible for the com-
plete Wirtgen Group range and has also 
worked closely with other premium man-
ufacturers such as Liebherr, Tana and 
Edge for many years. In addition to the 
headquarters in the vicinity of Madrid, 
EMSA also has four further branch offices 
in northern Spain, and also a branch of-
fice in Benavente in Portugal since 2015.

Even if EMSA was able to sell several JENZ 
HGV coarse chippers in Spain, the com-
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From asphalt to wood
EMSA MAQUINARIA, JENZ machine dealer in Spain 
and Portugal, celebrates 30-year, company anniversary

Albrecht Hahn, responsible for 
the south Europe sales area, 
together with Alberto Fontana 
Sánchez, EMSA Spain, and Miguel 
dos Santos, EMSA Portugal
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pany’s most successful product seg-
ment is that for the JENZ biomass pro-
cessors. This occurred both in Spain and 
Portugal, although Spain represents the 
larger market in comparison with Por-
tugal. “JENZ was only moderately suc-
cessful in Portugal with the former deal-
ers, and only a very few machines were 
sold on the market. As a dealer, we start-
ed more or less from zero” is how Alber-
to Fontana Sánchez describes the ini-
tial situation in 2016. Two factors meant 
that EMSA was able to successfully mas-
ter the challenges in the Portuguese mar-
ket: “Right from the beginning we car-
ried out machine demonstrations for 
potential customers, both in Spain and 
in Portugal. On top of this we are able to 
convince people with good delivery times 
thanks to our regular stock orders” said 
Mr Fontana. During periods with long de-
livery times, EMSA and JENZ managed to 
work out a Spanish “standard configura-

tion” which meant that 
machines were availa-
ble more quickly due 
to shorter production 
times. This meant that 
EMSA was able to show a 
competitive advantage 
and was able to position 
itself better on the mar-
ket with JENZ machines. 
Mr Fontana, who is 44, 
sees a high market po-
tential in Portugal over 
the next few years, es-
pecially in the recycling 
sector. “Our success in 
Portugal was also due to 
an exceptional sales and 
after-sales team on site 
and also due to analysis 
of market trends in the 
energy production sec-
tor using biomasses. 

Three important factors played a decisive role in the 
selection of our new sales partner in 2016. In addi-
tion to the strategic location in the centre of Spain 
and the existence of for sales and service stations 
throughout Spain and Portugal, one of the decisive 
factors for JENZ was that EMSA also had successful 
cooperation agreements with the Wirtgen Group and 
with Liebherr. As a result this meant that two major 
companies from Germany were able to defend their top 
placing as market leaders thanks to EMSA. The third 
decisive factor was the fact that both companies had 
similar company foundlings and cultures. Both JENZ 
and EMSA are owner-managed family companies. The 
high level of personal agreement and the resulting 
high confidence were considered to be a basis for the 
successful cooperation. This cooperation has devel-
oped very positively, and will do the same in the future 
– and not just in terms of figures.

”

“

Albrecht Hahn, Sales Manager for 
the countries of Spain and Portugal,
describes the development of coopera-
tion with EMSA as absolutely positive:
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JENZ Dealer Conference 2019:
“Dealer of the year” and
“Best Dealers Strategy” 
More than 40 dealers from 24 different 
countries were greeted by General Manager 
Uwe Hempen-Hermeier on seventh of 
March 2019 during the concluding evening 
event of the JENZ Dealer Conference 2019. 

Thanks to the completion of the reception 
hall this was the first year in which it was 
possible to inform the guests about new 
technical developments and the current 
development of the family company inside 
their own buildings. As a conclusion to 
the Dealer Conference, the awards for the 
categories of “Dealer of the Year” and “Best 
Dealers’ Strategy” were announced during 
the evening meal. The dealers from Belarus 
and Spain/Portugal were pleased to receive 
the awards this year.

YouTube: new JENZ video online
it wasn’t just the dealers who received 
awards during the Dealer Conference 2019 
– JENZ was also able to present a large 
part of the current machine program. The 
video made for this purpose is both varied 
and impressive. Curious? The new “JENZ 
Mobile chipper and biomass processor 
2019” video is available on the JENZ You-
Tube channel.  

LIGNA Review:
During the LIGNA 2019, chipper specialist 
JENZ presented a real highlight with the 
HEM 821 DQ Cobra hybrid. The HGV-based 
coarse chipper is the most powerful JENZ 
chipper ever built, and was specially de-
veloped for major industrial deployments. 

JENZ GmbH took part in the NRW Common 
Standards for the first time this year. 
Together with Wald und Holz NRW and the 
Deutschen Pelletinstitut (DEPI), a special 
show dealing with woodchippings took 
place under the Expo roof. Next door, in 
Pavillon P35, an additional presentation 
entitled “NRW- Making more out of Wood“ 
provided information about modern 
wood-based fuels.
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Date Trade fair Location Company

JENZ trade fair dates 2019

July 2019
26.07.2019 – 29.07.2019 Libramont Libramont (Belgium) Van Bemmel

30.07.2019 – 31.07.2019 Demo Forest Bertrix (Belgium) Van Bemmel

August 2019
15.08.2019 – 18.08.2019 25th International Forestry Trade Fair Lucerne Lucerne (Switzerland) JENZ

16.08.2019 – 17.08.2019 Mittia Skogstransport 2019 Ljusdal (Sweden) Värmdal

29.08.2019 – 03.09.2019 Karpfhamer Fest und Rottalschau Karpfham (Germany) JENZ

September 2019
11.09.2019 – 15.09.2019 MATEXPO Kortrijk (Belgium) Van Bemmel

24.09.2019 – 26.09.2019 Expobiomasa 2019 Valladolid (Germany) EMSA Maquinaria

October 2019
08.10.2019 – 10.10.2019 AUSTROFOMA Forchtenstein (Austria) JENZ Österreich

22.10.2019 – 25.10.2019 Woodworking 2019 Minsk (Belarus) PUE Bioenergetika

November 2019
05.11.2019 – 08.11.2019 ECOMONDO Rimini (Italy) VAMA

10.11.2019 – 16.11.2019 Agritechnica Hanover (Germany) JENZ

19.11.2019 – 21.11.2019 Recycling Gorinchem Gorinchem (Holland) Van Bemmel

As of July 2019. Information without liability.
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